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Wave–particle duality is frequently the first topic students encounter in elementary quantum
physics. Although this phenomenon has been demonstrated with photons, electrons, neutrons, and
atoms, the dual quantum character of the famous double-slit experiment can be best explained with
the largest and most classical objects, which are currently the fullerene molecules. The
soccer-ball-shaped carbon cages C60 are large, massive, and appealing objects for which it is clear
that they must behave like particles under ordinary circumstances. We present the results of a
multislit diffraction experiment with such objects to demonstrate their wave nature. The experiment
serves as the basis for a discussion of several quantum concepts such as coherence, randomness,
complementarity, and wave–particle duality. In particular, the effect of longitudinal~spectral!
coherence can be demonstrated by a direct comparison of interferograms obtained with a thermal
beam and a velocity selected beam in close analogy to the usual two-slit experiments using light.
© 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of the 20th century several importa
discoveries were made leading to a set of mind-bogg
questions and experiments that seemed to escape an
swers based on classical, pre-quantum physics. The first
the discoveries1–3 that implied that optical radiation has to b
composed of discrete energy packages that can be we
calized in space and time. This localization was in mark
contrast to the existing knowledge based on Maxwe
theory which successfully represented light as electrom
netic waves. The second and complementary breakthro
was the theoretical result by de Broglie,4 and the experimen
tal demonstration by Davisson and Germer5 that massive par-
ticles also propagate in a wave-like manner.

Both statements were stunning at the time that they w
proposed and both keep us busy thinking even today bec
we generally associate the notion of point-like locality with
particle while we attribute spatial extension to a wave. T
observation of both phenomena in one and the same ex
ment leads us also to the concept of delocalization, wh
goes beyond the simple concept of ‘‘being extended,’’ b
cause single quantum objects seem to be able to sim
neously explore regions in space–time that cannot be
plored by a single object in any classical way.

To illustrate the wave–particle duality we shall briefly r
call the double-slit experiment as sketched in Fig. 1 beca
it is both one of the simplest and most general quant
experiments used in introductory quantum physics and is
prototype for our studies with molecules.

Let us first discuss an experiment that is usually perform
in a ripple tank. If we excite surface waves in water and
them propagate through a small hole in a barrier~Fig. 1,
left!, we would observe a circular wavelet emerge behind
barrier in agreement with Huygens’ principle. If we no
open a second hole in the barrier, we could create reg
where the water remains completely still~Fig. 1, center!.
This phenomenon is simply explained by the fact that
surface waves superpose on each other and the wave mi
can be filled by wave maxima at well-determined places.
call this phenomenon interference. It can only be easily
319 Am. J. Phys.71 ~4!, April 2003 http://ojps.aip.org/aj
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served if the disturbances in the two slits are synchroni
with each other, which means that they have a well-defin
and constant phase relation, and may therefore be rega
as being coherent with respect to each other.

For water the picture appears intuitive because the wav
composed of many particles, each interacting with its nei
bors. But the experiment turns into the mind-boggler me
tioned above if we repeat it with an ensemble of isola
objects—photons or even massive particles—which we s
through the double-slit one by one.

We shall present experimental results with, at present,
most massive particles that exhibit wave properties. The
sults confirm that under appropriate circumstances we
obtain interference patterns, the shape of which can be
dicted with certainty. However, it is important to note that
such investigations a single particle always gives a sin
click at one detector position only, and we have no mean
calculating the position of this event in advance because
far as we can tell, it is governed by chance.

Therefore, the double-slit experiment with single partic
leads us to the following questions: How can a single p
ticle, which we observe both in the source and in the dete
as being well-localized and much smaller than a single op
ing in the barrier, acquire information about the state~open/
closed! of a very remote opening, if it were considered
pass only one through the openings? Why can’t we track
particle position without destroying its wave nature? Ho
can we understand the emergence of a well-defined inte
ence pattern in contrast to the random hitting point of
single object if none of the particles can interact with the r
of the ensemble in any way that we know?6

We thus find many fundamental quantum concepts in
context of double-slit interferometry. First, we find th
complementarity between our knowledge about the partic
position and the visibility of the interferogram. If we ope
one slit only, the particle must pass this opening and
interference pattern must disappear. Perfect interference
trast can be obtained only if we open the second slit an
we exclude all possibilities of detecting, even in princip
the path the object has taken. The wave–particle dua
states that the description of one and the same physical
319p/ © 2003 American Association of Physics Teachers
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ject suggests the local particle picture in the source and
the screen, but a wave model for the unobserved propaga
of the object. Mathematically we describe the state of
particle during the propagation as a superposition of sta
in particular of position states, that are classically mutua
exclusive. A classical object will either take one or the oth
path. A quantum object cannot be said to do that. The int
sic information content of the quantum system itself is ins
ficient to allow such a description—even in principle.7 We
also find the duality between objective randomness and
terminism. The pattern on the screen is well determined
the ensemble, but the detection point of a single objec
completely unpredictable in all experiments.

All of these ‘‘quantum mysteries’’ imply that in an exper
ment the possibility of having a position is often the on
objective reality in contrast to the property of having a we
defined position.

These reasons are why Richard Feynman emphasized
the double-slit experiment is at the heart of quant
mechanics:8 ‘‘In reality, it contains the only mystery, the ba
sic peculiarities of all of quantum mechanics.’’ We mig
suggest that another central issue of quantum phys
namely entanglement, is missing in this example. Howe
it turns out to be an essential ingredient if we consider h
we could diffuse which-path information to th
environment—a phenomenon leading to loss of cohere
between the neighboring paths in the double-slit experim

The fact that the wave nature of matter is a cornerston
quantum mechanics, but that this very feature comple
escapes perception in our everyday life, is one of the rem
able properties of this theory. The smallness of Planck’s c
stant and therefore of the de Broglie wavelength of a mac
scopic object is certainly largely responsible for t
nonobservability of quantum effects in the classical wor
However, it is interesting to ask whether there are limits
quantum physics and how far we can push the experime
techniques to visualize quantum effects in the mesosc
world for objects of increasing size, mass, and complexi

We shall therefore briefly review the experimental effo
in this field throughout the last century. Soon after Louis
Broglie’s proposed wave hypothesis for material particl
matter wave phenomena were experimentally verified

Fig. 1. The double-slit experiment is the prototype experiment demons
ing the wave–particle duality in quantum mechanics.~a! A wave impinging
on a wall with one sufficiently small slit will spread out behind this obstac
An explanation based on Huygen’s principle tells us that each point in
wave front can be imagined as being a source of a spherical wavelet.
fields of many such sources interfere on the screen and form the singl
pattern.~b! If we open a second slit, which sees the same wave as the
one, the field amplitude at a sufficiently long distance from the slits drop
zero at specific points: we observe destructive interference due to the
lap of wave troughs and hills.~c! Which pattern can we expect if we replac
the continuous source by one that emits quanta, that is, discrete packag
energy and/or mass that are well localized in space and time in the so
Can a single particle as massive as a buckyball acquire information of
spatially separate locations?
320 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 4, April 2003
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electrons,5 atoms and dimers,9 and neutrons.10,11 Young’s
double-slit experiment with matter waves was then done
Jönsson for electrons,12 by Zeilinger and collaborators fo
neutrons,13 by Carnal and Mlynek for atoms,14 and by
Schöllkopf and Toennies for small molecules and noble g
clusters.15,16

Further advances in matter wave physics with atoms w
made possible by sophisticated techniques exploiting the
teraction between atoms and light. Already in 1975 ide
were put forward for slowing and cooling of atoms usin
light scattering.17,18 The rapid progress of this field was re
ognized by the fact that the most important development
this field were recently awarded the Nobel prize for las
cooling19–21 in 1997 and for the experimental realization
Bose–Einstein condensates with dilute atomic vapor22,23 in
2001. In Bose–Einstein condensates all atoms have
tremely long de Broglie wavelengths and are coherent o
macroscopic distances up to a millimeter. However, sim
to light quanta in a laser beam, the atoms in a Bose–Eins
condensate are kept sufficiently apart to keep their inte
tion weak. Therefore, in spite of the large coherence leng
the interfering object is still of small mass and complexi
Even experiments demonstrating interference between
Bose–Einstein condensates24 can be viewed as a double-sl
experiment with many individual atoms, as witnessed also
the fact that to explain the fringe spacing the de Brog
wavelength corresponding to the individual atom rather th
a wavelength using the total mass of the condensate is u

Different questions and new experimental challenges a
if we study particles in the almost opposite parameter reg
where the interaction among the particles is much stron
Covalently bound atoms form a new entity, a molecule
cluster, and the de Broglie wavelength of this system is
fined by the total mass of all the atoms and by the center
mass velocity of the bound system. In the following we sh
focus on these complex objects.

The very first demonstration of molecule interferen
dates back to the days of Estermann and Stern9 in 1930, who
demonstrated experimentally diffraction of H2 at a LiF crys-
tal surface. Further experiments with diatomic molecules h
to await progress and interest in atom optics. A Rams
Bordé interferometer was already realized for the iodi
dimer in 199425 and was recently used26 for K2 . Similarly, a
Mach–Zehnder interferometer was demonstrated27 for Na2 .
The near-field analog to the Mach–Zehnder interferomete
Talbot–Lau interferometer, was recently applied to expe
ments with Li2 .28 Diffraction at nanofabricated gratings als
turned out to be the most effective way to prove the ex
tence of the weakly bound helium dimer16 and to measure its
binding energy.29

Based on these historical achievements we ask how fa
might be able to extend such quantum experiments and
what kind of objects we might still be able to show th
wave–particle duality. Recently, a new set of experime
exceeding the mass and complexity of the previously u
objects by about an order of magnitude has been develo
in our laboratory. These experiments with the fullerene m
ecule C60 will be described in Sec. II.

II. THE C 60 EXPERIMENT

The cage-like carbon molecules earned their nam
‘‘fullerenes’’ and ‘‘buckminster fullerenes’’ because of the
close resemblance to geodesic structures that were first
cussed by Leonardo da Vinci30 and implemented in buildings
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in the United States by the architect Buckminster Fulle31

This new modification of pure carbon was discovered
1985 by Krotoet al.32 and shown to be particularly stab
and abundant when exactly 60 carbon atoms are arrange
one molecule to form the smallest natural soccer ball
know, the buckyball, as shown in Fig. 2.

Fullerenes are appealing candidates because a succe
quantum experiment with them would be regarded as an
portant step toward the realm of our macroscopic wo
Many of the known physical properties of buckyballs a
more closely related to a chunk of hot solid material than
the cold atoms that have so far been used in matter w
interference. The existence of collective many-particle sta
like plasmons and excitons, the rich variety of vibration
and rotational modes as well as the concept of an inte
molecular temperature are only some of the clear indica
of the multiparticle composition of the fullerenes. And w
might wonder whether this internal complexity could sp
the quantum wave behavior of the center of mass motio

To answer this question, we have set up a new experim
as shown in Fig. 3. It resembles very much the stand
Young’s double-slit experiment. Like its historical counte
part, our setup also consists of four main parts: the sou
the collimation, the diffraction grating, and the detector.

A. The source

To bring the buckyballs into the gas phase, fullerene po
der is sublimated in a ceramic oven at a temperature of a
900 K. The vapor pressure is then sufficient to eject m
ecules, in a statistical sequence, one by one through a s
slit in the oven. The molecules have a most probable velo
vmp of about 200 m/s and a nearly thermal velocity spread
Dv/vmp.60%. HereDv is the full width of the distribution
at half height.

To calculate the expected diffraction angles, we first ne
to know the de Broglie wavelength which is uniquely det
mined by the momentum of the molecule

l5
h

mv
, ~1!

Fig. 2. The fullerene molecule C60 , consisting of 60 carbon atoms arrange
in a truncated icosahedral shape, is the smallest known natural soccer
321 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 4, April 2003
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whereh is Planck’s constant. Accordingly, for a C60 fullerene
with a mass ofm51.2310224 kg and a velocity ofv5200
m/s, we find a wavelength ofl52.8 pm.33

B. The diffractive element

Because the de Broglie wavelength is about five orders
magnitude smaller than any realistic free-standing mech
cal structure, we expect the characteristic size of the inter
ence phenomena to be small. A sophisticated machiner
therefore necessary to actually show them. As the diffract
element we used a free-standing silicon nitride grating wit
nominal grating constant ofd5100 nm, slit openings ofs
55565 nm and thickness of only 200 nm along the bea
trajectory. These gratings are at the cutting edge of cur
technology and only a few specialists worldwide can actua
make them.34

We can now calculate the deflection angle to the first d
fraction order in the small angle approximation as the ra
of the wavelength and the grating constant,

u5
l

d
5

2.8310212m

1027 m
528 mrad. ~2!

In elementary textbooks Eq.~2! is usually derived using Fig
4 and noting that the first constructive interference occ
when the difference between two neighboring paths is eq
to one de Broglie wavelength. Because our detector is pla
at 1.2 m downstream from the grating, the separation
tween the interference peaks at the detector amounts the
only L3u51.2 m328 mrad534 mm.

all.
Fig. 4. Textbook approach to double-slit diffraction. First-order interferen
maxima of a monochromatic wave are caused by constructive interfer
of the wavelets that emerge from two neighboring slits. The correspon
path length difference between the two paths is equal to the de Bro
wavelength. Higher order interference will be spoiled by the limited lon
tudinal coherence in a thermal source. Velocity selection in our experim
increases the longitudinal coherence length by more than a factor of 3
therefore permits the observation of higher order interference fringes.
e
he
ical
-

am
iN
is
o-
n-
Fig. 3. Setup of the diffraction experiment. Fulleren
molecules are sublimated in the oven at 900 K. T
spectral coherence can be improved using a mechan
velocity selector. Two collimating slits improve the spa
tial coherence and limit the angular spread of the be
to smaller than the expected diffraction angle. A S
grating with a 100 nm period and 50 nm openings
used to diffract the incident molecular waves. The m
lecular far-field distribution is observed using a sca
ning laser-ionization detector.
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C. The detector

The small spacing between the interference orders requ
a high spatial resolution of the molecule detector. For
fullerenes we have implemented a novel detector that
passes most other schemes in detection efficiency, sp
resolution, and simplicity.

A continuous-wave green laser beam~argon ion laser, all
lines! with a full power of 25 W is focused to the beam wid
of only 4 mm. As shown in Fig. 3, the laser beam is orthog
nal to the molecular beam. All molecules that pass the la
beam at or very close to the focus are heated to an inte
temperature in excess of 3000 K and ionize. The posi
fullerene ions are then accelerated toward an electrode a
kV where they induce the emission of electrons. The el
trons in turn are again multiplied and the charge pulses
subsequently counted. The overall molecule detection e
ciency is about 10% and thus about two orders of magnit
higher than for example, electron beam bombardment ion
tion as used in many mass spectrometers. We find that am
all gases in our vacuum chamber, the laser detector is
sensitive to fullerenes, due to the particular level scheme
high stability against fragmentation. Because of the tight
cusing of the laser beam, the effective width of our detecto35

amounts to only;8 mm, which is sufficient to resolve the
individual diffraction orders. To record a diffraction patter
we scan the laser across the molecular beam in steps
mm. The interferograms shown below represent molec
counts as a function of the transverse laser position.

D. Coherence considerations

Let us now turn to the coherence properties of our mole
lar beam. In general, coherence means that there is a
and well-defined phase relation in space and time betw
two or more wave fronts.

The spatial~transverse! coherence of our source is almo
negligible right after the oven. Inside the source, the coh
ence width is actually only of the order of the thermal
Broglie wavelength. As is true in general for extend
sources with uncorrelated emitters, the visibility is then
duced by the fact that the many partial interferometers—e
starting at one point in the source and forming two trajec
ries through the double-slit toward a point in the detecto
acquire different phase differences along their path to a gi
spot on the screen.

After the oven, we therefore need to enlarge the spa
coherence width by about five orders of magnitude in or
to illuminate at least two neighboring slits coherently. Luc
ily, the spatial coherence is essentially determined by
geometry of the experiment and grows linearly to a go
approximation with increasing distance from the source
with decreasing size of the first collimation slit. This gene
rule for the influence of collimating elements on transve
coherence is commonly known as the van Cittert–Zern
theorem:36 the spatial coherence function can be deriv
from diffraction curves which are determined by the ap
tures along the molecular beam. The limiting element in
case is the first collimation slit.

Obviously the gain in coherence has to be paid for b
dramatic drop in the count rate because the signal decre
quadratically with the distance from the source and linea
with the size of the slit. Although the first collimating sl
alone already provides coherence, we still have to introd
a second collimating slit—in our case also 7mm wide and
322 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 4, April 2003
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about 1 m downstream from the first slit. The reason for t
is the requirement that the collimated beam width needs
be significantly smaller than the separation between the
fraction orders behind the grating in order to clearly reso
the diffraction peaks.

The spectral coherence of the source also enters bec
molecules with different velocities and therefore differe
wavelengths follow different diffraction angles. And becau
the detector records the sum of the correspondingly stretc
or compressed diffraction pictures, the interference patt
would be washed out. And in contrast to the spatial con
bution, there is no gain in longitudinal~spectral! coherence
during free flight. This is due to the fact that different velo
ity classes will evolve differently. In a pulsed beam expe
ment we would therefore observe a chirped packet, that i
wave packet with short wavelengths in the pulse lead
long wavelengths in its tail. And even though the pack
would spread out in the course of its evolution, the cohere
would not grow due to the internal rearrangement.

Although even in pulsed experiments the spectral coh
ence does not improve during propagation because of
internal restructuring of the wave packet, the picture o
wave packet is problematic for the description of a contin
ous source. It is unfounded because the wave packet pic
implies a well-defined internal phase structure. More spec
cally, a wave packet is characterized by a well-defined ph
relation between different Fourier components of the bea
Yet such a relation can only be imposed by a suitable pre
ration. In our case that would imply a well-defined time
which the wave packet starts. This is not provided in o
experiment, and the beam can be regarded only as a sta
cal, and therefore incoherent, mixture of the various m
menta. Nevertheless, the beam can operationally be cha
terized by a coherence length, which is the length t
measures the falloff of the interference visibility when t
difference between two interfering paths increases. The
gitudinal coherence length is given by37 Lc.l2/Dl
5lv/Dv.

For our thermal beam withDv/v;0.6 we find Lc

;1.7l, which is just enough to guarantee the existence
the first-order interference fringes. We shall later discuss

Fig. 5. Velocity distribution of the C60 molecules for a thermal and a veloc

ity selected beam. The thermal beam~gray curve! is centered aroundv̄
5200 m/s and has a width ofDv/v;0.6, while the selected beam~black

curve! is centered aroundv̄5117 m/s with a width ofDv/v;0.17. We
therefore expect the velocity selected interference pattern to be expand
70% on the screen and to show at least three times (.0.6/0.17) as many
interference orders as the unselected pattern.
322Nairz, Arndt, and Zeilinger
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improvement of the spectral purity using a velocity filter~see
Figs. 3 and 5!, thereby also improving the wavelength dist
bution.

Figure 6 shows a typical fullerene diffraction pattern w
a thermal beam. We can clearly discern the first interfere
orders on both sides of the central peak. But the limi
coherence is reflected by the fact that we cannot see
second or higher order peaks in the interferogram of Fig

To see more fringes we have to increase the cohere
length and therefore decrease the velocity spread. For
purpose we have employed a mechanical velocity selecto
shown after the oven in Fig. 3. It consists of four slott
disks that rotate around a common axis. The first disk ch
the fullerene beam and only those molecules are transm
that traverse the distance from one disk to the next in
same time that the disks rotate from one open slot to
next. Although two disks would suffice for this purpose, t
additional disks decrease the velocity spread even further
help eliminate velocity sidebands. By varying the rotati
frequency of the selector, the desired velocity class of
transmitted molecules can be adjusted. To measure the
of flight distribution we chopped the fullerene beam with t

Fig. 6. Far-field diffraction of C60 using a thermal beam ofv̄5200 m/s with
a velocity spread ofDv/v;60%. The absence of higher order interferen
fringes is due to the poor spectral coherence.

Fig. 7. Far-field diffraction of C60 using the slotted disk velocity selecto
The mean velocity wasv̄5117 m/s, and the width wasDv/v;17%. Full
circles represent the experimental data. The full line is a numerical m
based on Kirchhoff–Fresnel diffraction theory. The van der Waals inte
tion between the molecule and the grating wall is taken into account in f
of a reduced slit width. Grating defects~holes! additionally contribute to the
zeroth order.
323 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 71, No. 4, April 2003
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chopper right behind the source~see Fig. 3!. The selection is
of course accompanied by a significant loss in count rate,
we can still retain about 7% of the unselected molecules

In Fig. 5 both the thermal and the selected velocity dis
butions are shown. In contrast to the width of the therm
spectrum, amounting toDv/v560%, we are able to reduc
this number to only 17% with the selector. The increase
longitudinal coherence by a factor of more than 3 allows
the observation of diffraction peaks up to at least the sec
and possibly the third order, as can be seen in Fig. 7.

It should also be pointed out that by using the veloc
selector, we can now choose a slow mean velocity cente
about 120 m/s, which corresponds to a de Broglie wa
length of 4.6 pm. It is obvious that this increase in wav
length results in a wider separation of the diffraction pea
which can be seen by comparing Figs. 6 and 7.

In principle, the diffraction patterns can be understo
quantitatively within the Fraunhofer approximation of Kirch
hoff’s diffraction theory as it can be found in any optic
textbook.38 However, Fraunhofer’s diffraction theory in th
context of optics misses an important point that becom
evident in our experiments with matter waves and mate
gratings: the attractive interaction between molecule a
wall results in an additional phase of the molecular wa
function after the passage of the molecule through the slit39

Although the details of the calculations are somew
involved,40 it suffices here to say that the qualitative effect
this attractive force can be understood as a narrowing of
real slit width toward aneffectiveslit width. For our fullerene
molecules the reduction can be as big as 20 nm for the
selected molecular beam and almost 30 nm for the velo
selected beam. The stronger effect on slower molecules
be understood by the longer and therefore more influen
interaction between the molecules and the wall. Howeve
complete description would need to take into account
correct shape of the complex~imaginary and real! transmis-
sion function, which implies the position-dependent modu
tion of both the molecular amplitude and phase.

The full lines in Figs. 6 and 7 are fits of our data to th
modified Kirchhoff–Fresnel theory. To obtain such a good
we also have to take into account an enhanced contribu
in the zeroth order which we attribute to mechanical defe
~holes! of the grating which are significantly larger than th
grating period.

III. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A. Single particle interferometry

It is important to note that the interference pattern is bu
up from single, separate particles. There is no interfere
betweentwo or more particles during their evolution in th
apparatus. Single particle interference is evidenced in
case by two independent arguments.

The first argument is based on the spatial separation
tween the molecules. The molecular flux at an average sp
of 200 m/s is;33109 cm22 s21 at the plane of the detec
tor. This flux corresponds to an average molecular densit
1.731011 m23 or an average molecular distance of 200mm.
This is three orders of magnitude wider than any realis
range of molecular~van der Waals! forces, which are typi-
cally confined to several 100 nm.

The second argument is based on the fact that interfere
occurs only between indistinguishable states. However,
molecules may be regarded as being in different states. T

el
-

m
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are 174 different vibrational modes and the rotational mo
can be populated at different energies. The chance of ha
two subsequent molecules in exactly the same state o
internal modes is vanishingly small. Therefore, interferen
in our experiments really is a single particle phenomeno

B. Coherence and which-path information

We might believe that coherence experiments could
spoiled by transitions between the many thermally exci
states. Obviously, this is not the case, as has been show
our experiments. But why is this so? No matter what we
we can only observe one of these qualities in its ideal form
any given time. If we tried to locate the particle during
passage through one of the two slits, say by blocking on
the openings, the interference pattern would disappear.
rule still holds if we do not block the slit, but manage
obtain which-path information for example via photons sc
tered or emitted by the molecules. Sufficiently complex m
ecules, in contrast to the electrons, neutrons, and atoms
so far, may actually emit radiation41,42 without any external
excitation, because they have stored enough thermal en
when leaving the oven. According to Bohr’s rule, the inte
ference pattern must then disappear if the molecules em
photon with a sufficiently short wavelength which enab
the experimenter to measure the location of the emitting m
ecule with sufficient precision. According to Abbe´’s theory
of the microscope, the photon should have a wavelen
shorter than twice the distance between the two slits.

What actually saves the experiment is the weakness o
interaction. The wavelength of the most probably emit
photons is about a factor of 100 larger than the separa
between two neighboring slits. And the number of lig
quanta that actually leak into the environment is still su
ciently small—of the order of one, up to potentially a fe
photons—and cannot disturb the interference measura
Therefore, even if the fullerene molecule emits a few ph
tons on its path from the source to the detector, these pho
cannot yet be used to determine the path taken by the m
ecule. In other words, the photon state and the molecule s
are not ~or only very slightly! entangled because the tw
possible photon emission states from either path larg
overlap. In a sense we may say that the fullerene has
‘‘memory’’ along which path the emission occurred.

C. Conclusion

Quantum phenomena become increasingly important
the limit to which we may be able to confirm all quantu
principles experimentally is still an open question. The d
cussion of our fullerene experiments lets us demonstrate
basic wave–particle duality for the most massive, most co
plex, and most ‘‘classical’’ single object so far. Many of th
concepts that we teach our students can be illustrated sim
For instance, the notion of coherence length has a ra
intuitive meaning when we compare the spectral width of
source and the number of observed interference fringes.
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